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An Intriguing Array of Extrudate Patterns in Long-Chain
Branched Polymers During Extrusion

Sajjad Pashazadeh, Alexandra Aulova, Christos K. Georgantopoulos, Marko Bek,
Iakovos Vittorias, Ingo F.C. Naue, Manfred Wilhelm, and Roland Kádár*

The present study highlights a range of surface and volume extrudate
patterns that can be detected during the extrusion flow of long-chain
branched polymers. Thus, four linear low-density polyethylenes (LDPEs) have
been extruded using a single-screw extruder coupled to an inline optical
imaging system. The selected LDPEs are selected to outline the influence of
molecular weight and long-chain branching on the types of melt flow
extrusion instabilities (MFEI). Through the inline imaging system, space–time
diagrams are constructed and analyzed via Fourier-transformation using a
custom moving window procedure. Based on the number of characteristic
frequencies, peak broadness, and whether they are surface or volume
distortions, three main MFEI types, distinct from those typically observed in
linear and short-chain branched polymers, are identified. The higher
molecular weight, low long-chain branching LDPEs exhibited all three
instability types, including a special type volume instability. Independently of
the molecular weight, higher long-chain branching appeared to have a
stabilizing effect on the transition sequences by suppressing volume extrudate
distortions or limiting surface patters to a form of weak intensity type.
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1. Introduction

Sharkskin, stick-slip, and gross melt frac-
ture are the main types of polymer melt
flow extrusion instabilities (MFEI[1]), all
being forms of surface or volume dis-
tortions induced in plastics during their
extrusion.[2–7] Implicitly, this means that
most studies have focused on linear and
short-chain branched polymers for the
study of MFEI, where such MFEI are
prevalent and significant for the process-
ing of polymers into products.[7] Especially
sharkskin has been the subject of numer-
ous studies focusing on its mitigation and
control[8] and has driven significant in-
novations in inline measurement and de-
tection systems.[9–16] In contrast, polymers
with long-chain branched (LCB) topology,
the most common example thereof being
low-density polyethylene (LDPE), have been
relatively overlooked from MFEI point of
view. Some of the early focus on LCB poly-
mers in the context of MFEI has been in

relation to competing theories about the origin of MFEI in lin-
ear and/or short-chain branched. In addition, at the time there
was conflicting evidence on the occurrence of pressure oscilla-
tions inside the die during the extrusion of LCB polymers.[17] In
this context, Perez-Gonzalez et al.[17] showed that despite the ab-
sence of slip and a monotonic flow curve, pressure oscillations,
having at least two characteristic frequencies, could be detected
during the (capillary) extrusion of LDPE. Accordingly, their extru-
dates clearly showed evidence of both surface and volume MFEI.
At around the same time, a branched polybutadiene, selected
for birefringence visualizations, was reported to show surface
cracks at the die exit, that is, sharkskin.[18] Delgadillo-Velázquez
and Hatzikiriakos, (2007) investigated MFEI in LLDPE/LDPE
blends. Pressure oscillations associated to the stick-slip instabil-
ity were diminished with increasing LDPE weight fraction until
it could no longer be detected (50 wt% LDPE).[19] Above 50%,
sharkskin was also eliminated from the surface of the (cylindri-
cal) extrudates[19] leaving only gross melt fracture as MFEI. It had
been also inferred that because the presence of LCB increases the
melt strength of the polymer, it should therefore mitigate the on-
set of the sharkskin instability. However, Yoo et al.[20] reported
the opposite effect on a series of sparsely (less than two LCBs
per 104 main chain carbons) long-chain branched metallocene
linear low-density polyethylene (mLLDPE).[20] The surface pat-
terns (cylindrical extrudates) identified included sharkskin and at
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Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images comparing extrudates with a) typical sharkskin MFEI in a linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE)
and b) typical extrudate patterns in a low-density polyethylene (LDPE). Both visualizations were performed on extrudates from Georgantopoulos et al.[24]).

higher shear rates gross melt fracture.[20] Filipe et al.,[21] using an
emerging state-of-the-art high-sensitivity piezoelectric pressure
measurement system, included several LCB polymers in their
study and reported surface and volume MFEI in some that they
identified as sharkskin and stick-slip.[21] Gross melt fracture was
reported as the main instability by Palza et al.[22] in a LCB-PE
using an upgraded version of the high sensitivity die,[22] later
commercialized by Goettfert GmbH. Burghelea et al.[23] com-
pared an LLDPE with an LDPE during extrusion with a focus
on in situ velocity distributions as revealed by laser Doppler ve-
locimetry (LDV). They reported the LDPE extrudates as “stable”
(no sharkskin) while showing the absence of slip at the die exit.
In contrast, Kádár et al.[12] reported surface and volume instabil-
ities in LDPE.[12] The results emphasized two surface patterns,
one at lower shear rates defined by one characteristic frequency
(based on in situ presure data) that then transitioned into a vol-
ume instability having two characteristic frequencies.[12] Without
naming the MFEI types, the authors suggested based on the vi-
sual appearance of the extrudate distortions that they were not
sharkskin. Interestingly, the characteristic frequencies associated
to the detected MFEI in the LDPE studied were detected only
in the transducers positioned at the die exit, suggesting the die
exit as their origin. Recently, Georgantopoulos et al.[24] revisited
the same LLDPE and LDPE polymers investigated by Burghelea
et al.,[23] using a high sensitivity instability detection die and opti-
cal image analysis. The LDPE investigated in their study[24] has a
very similar MFEI spectral behavior as reported by Kádár et al.[12]

Overall, there appear to be several perspectives when trying
to define a particular MFEI. In one instance, a particular type
of surface extrudate distortion can be associated to a particular
type of MFEI based on its phenomenological origins. An exam-
ple of such an approach would be associating sharkskin to the
existence of slip at the die exit (no slip, no sharkskin).[17,23] A sim-
ilar reasoning can be made based on whether the polymers show
monotonic or non-monotonic flow curves[25] or whether the bal-
ance of tensile and shear stresses at the die exit in the presence
of swelling can be linked to surface cracks. Complementary, ge-
ometrical arguments can be used to distinguish between surface
and volume distortions based on how the amplitude of the extru-
date distortions compare to the extrudate height, in the case of
slit dies.[26] The development of in situ pressure systems capable
of detecting pressure oscillations down to 10−3 bar made shark-
skin instability detectable[10,11] and thus opened up the possibility
of categorizing all instability types by considering the magnitude
of the characteristic frequency of the instabilities.[16,21,22,27] In this

respect, the characteristic frequency of primary instability (mean-
ing MFEI that occurs first with increasing shear rate) in LDPE is
typically one order of magnitude lower compared to sharkskin in-
stability at their respective onset.[12,24] Furthermore, the visual ap-
pearance of the instabilities can be directly considered in order to
distinguish MFEI. Such an example can be seen in Figure 1 com-
paring SEM visualizations of instabilities in LLDPE and a LDPE:
the two simply do not look the same. While sharkskin usually
appears as a series of small interconnected surface cracks, LDPE
surface distortions not only have a higher wavelength, they also
usually span nearly the entire extrudate width in slit die extru-
sion.

Based on the considerations above, the present paper is writ-
ten conceptually on the general hypothesis that MFEI extrudate
patterns are very sensitive to the molecular properties of the ex-
truded polymers.[18,28–30] Therefore, the main goal of the work is
to identify distinct MFEI surface patterns in relation to the molec-
ular and rheological properties of the polymer melts based on
their visual appearance and associate spectral characteristics. In
this context, we focus exclusively on long-chain branched poly-
mers during single-screw extrusion characterized via inline opti-
cal imaging spectral analysis for the first time. Four linear low-
density polymers (LDPEs) are tested to explore the influence of
both molecular weight and long-chain branching. While gener-
ally neglected, long-chain branched polymers can show a rather
intriguing array of surface and volume melt flow instabilities.

2. Materials, Characterization, and Processing

2.1. Materials

Four commercial (tubular) LDPEs (LDPE1-4) generously pro-
vided by LyondellBasell were used in this study.

In tubular LDPEs for the same melt flow rate (MFR) a de-
crease in density (𝜌) generally signals more long-chain branch-
ing. Thus, based on the manufacturer specifications, see Table 1,
pairs (LDPE3-LDPE4) are low MFR and pair (LDPE1-LDPE2) has
the same, higher, MFR. While there is a factor of two difference
in MFR between LDPE1 and LDPE2, the difference in MFR com-
pared to the (LDPE3–LDPE4) pair is a factor of at least three.
Meanwhile pairs (LDPE1–LDPE3) and (LDPE2–LDPE4) have the
same densities, with the density increasing from the latter to the
former pair. A bubble-chart of the four polymers in relation to
both 𝜌 and Mw can be found in Figure 2, where the size of the
bubbles represents the polydispersity index, PDI. Therefore, the
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Table 1. Summary of the samples used in the study. Notations: 𝜌 - density,
MFR - melt flow rate (190 °C/2.16 kg), 𝜏 - relaxation time (as the inverse
angular frequency at moduli crossover, please see Section 3), Mw and Mn
are weight and number average molecular weights and PDI refers to poly-
dispersity index.

Polymer 𝜌

[g cm−3]
MFR

[g/10 min]
𝜏 [s] Mw

[g mol−1]
Mn

[g mol−1]
PDI [-]

LDPE1 0.918 1.5 0.65 259 625 29 827 8.7

LDPE2 0.924 0.75 1.53 240 390 33 276 7.2

LDPE3 0.918 0.25 6.54 350 487 37 147 9.4

LDPE4 0.924 0.25 12.9 294 073 44 079 6.7

Figure 2. Bubble-chart graphical summary of the low-density
polyethylenes investigated in this study, LDPE1-4, and how they can
reveal the influence of molecular weight, Mw, and long-chain branching,
LCB, on melt flow extrusion instabilities. The size of the bubbles is scaled
with the polydispersity index, PDI.

four LDPEs cover in a brief manner the influence of both molecu-
lar weight and long-chain branching, Figure 2. We note that while
the PDI varies between the low LCB and high LCB pairs, the dif-
ferences are not considered as significant. Shear and extensional
rheological properties are used to confirm the materials selection
process later in the Section 3.

2.2. Characterization

The polymers were rheologically characterized in shear and
extension using rotational and capillary rheometry. The test-
ing temperature corresponded to the processing temperature,
140 °C.

An Anton Paar MCR702e Space rotational rheometer (Graz,
Austria), in (twin-drive) separate motor–transducer configura-
tion, equipped with a CTD450 convection oven was used for oscil-
latory shear tests. The measuring geometry was a 25 mm diam-
eter parallel-plate used in counter-oscillation mode with a 1 mm

gap. Based on linear viscoelastic regime limits determined from
strain sweep tests (not shown), linear viscoelastic (small ampli-
tude oscillatory shear) frequency sweep tests were performed in
the angular frequency range of 𝜔 ∈ [10−2, 4 × 102] rad s−1 at a
constant strain amplitude of 0.1%. The viscosity functions were
fitted with the Carreau–Yasuda (four-parameter) model

|𝜂(𝜔)|
|𝜂0|

= (1 + 𝜏CY𝜔
a)

n−1
a (1)

where |𝜂0| is the zero-shear complex viscosity magnitudes and
𝜏CY, a, n are the characteristic relaxation time of the model and
two other fit parameters.

Extensional rheological properties were determined using a
universal extensional fixture (UXF). Samples of 0.5 mm thick-
ness and 10 mm width were prepared by compression molding.
The active measuring length was 19 mm. The transient uniax-
ial extensional viscosity, 𝜂+E (t, �̇�) was measured at several Hencky
strain rates, �̇� = 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10 s−1. The steady state
value thereof defines the extensional viscosity, that is, 𝜂E(�̇�) =
lim
t→∞

𝜂+E (t, �̇�). The linear viscosity envelope (LVE), 𝜂0
E(t), was deter-

mined based on oscillatory shear data via the Cox–Merz rule.[31]

The maximal strain hardening factors (SHF) were then deter-
mined for each polymer as

Max{SHF(t, �̇�)} =
Max{𝜂+E (t, �̇�)}

𝜂0
E(t)

(2)

Steady shear viscosity functions were determined using a
Goettfert RG20 capillary rheometer (Buchen, Germany) with a
30/1 (length/diameter) cylindrical measuring die.

For scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis, samples
were first gold-sputtered and then visualized using a Philips XL-
30 ESEM (Eindhoven, Netherlands).

2.3. Single Screw Extrusion

The extrusion experimental setup, Figure 3, consisted of a single-
screw Brabender 19/25D (Duisburg, Germany) extruder (1) us-
ing a standard 2:1 compression screw and a custom slit die.[32,33]

The slit die (11) had a straight flow channel of (length × width ×
height) of (132 × 20 × 2) mm. A conveyor belt (2) was placed after
the die. The four heating zones of the extrusion setup, three along
the extruder barrel and one at the die, were all set to the testing
temperature, 140 °C. The extrusion temperature was kept inten-
tionally low to facilitate the appearance of melt instabilities. Pre-
liminary tests were performed up to 160 °C on two samples with
similar results (data not shown). The melt pressure was moni-
tored using two melt-pressure transducers (3 and 4), Terwin 2000
series (Nottingham, UK), max 700 bar, positioned at the extruder
end and along the die. We briefly note that while the single-screw
extruder setup used is certainly a greater experimental challenge
compared to capillary rheometry based extrusion that the vast
majority of similar studies use, it could be argued that the results
are more relevant to polymer processing operations because they
include the homogenization effects of the melting and metering
regions of the screw.

Two types of test were performed: constant screw speed,
mainly for validating the analysis method, and ramped screw
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Figure 3. Schematic of the extruder and inline optical image system: (1)
single screw extruder, (2) conveyor belt, (3,4) melt pressure transduc-
ers, (5, 6, 7) inline optical imaging system, (10) LED illumination system,
(11) custom slit die and (12) National Instruments data acquisition board
(pressure). Connectors (i–v) refer to the conveyor belt control connections
and imaging and pressure data acquisition systems.

speed experiments to investigate MFEI spectral dynamics. The
screw speed (n) was set from 0.1–150 rpm with a ramp rate of
0.1 rpm s−1, the lowest ramp rate allowed by the instrument
controller. It should be noted that while all experiments were
run until 150 rpm, data recording was usually stopped at 100 or
120 rpm as (manual) feeding problems sometimes plagued the
higher speeds. In addition, with the notable exception of LDPE4,
which was run until 120 rpm, no further changes in the instabil-
ity modes were observed past the data recording limit. The screw
speed can be converted into the apparent shear rate inside the ex-
trusion die, based on volumetric flow rate conservation between
the metering region of the screw and the die, as [32,33]

�̇� =
6Q

WH2
=

6(vzWsHs)
WH2

=
6[(𝜋 ⋅ D ⋅ n ⋅ cos𝜙)WsHs]

WH2
(3)

where W and H are the width and height of the slit die, respec-
tively, Q is the volumetric flow rate, Ws, and Hs are the width
and height of the screw in the metering zone, vz is the normal
average velocity inside the extrusion channel, and D, ϕ are the
diameter of the screw in the metering zone and the helix angle,
respectively. It should be noted that to simplify the notation, the
apparent shear rate is written simply as �̇� . The Weissenberg (Wi)
number was then computed as

Wi = �̇�a𝜏 (4)

where 𝜏 is a characteristic polymer relaxation time that was taken
based on the crossover in dynamic moduli, 𝜏 = 𝜔−1|G′=G′′ , from
oscillatory shear frequency sweep data, see also Table 1. As a rule-
of-thumb for the present study, time (seconds) can be approxi-
mated into the screw speed (rpm) as n≅t · 0.1 and the screw speed
(rpm) into apparent shear rate as �̇� ≅ n × 2.16.

2.4. Inline Optical Imaging and Spectral Analysis

A Canon 60D EOS DSLR (Tokyo, Japan) camera (5) equipped with
a 25 mm Canon extension tube and a 100 mm Canon L-series
macro lens, was positioned 40 cm above the die exit. The cam-
era system was complemented by an LED lighting system (10).
Thus, the extrudate surface was recorded in high definition (HD)
at a frame rate of 60 frames-per-second (fps). The video record-
ings were converted into space–time diagrams by appending a
set line of pixels from each frame of the movie recording to a
newly constructed image,[24,33–35] a common technique especially
in fluid mechanics.[36] Therefore, this newly-constructed image
(exemplified later in the manuscript) has the y-axis (ordinate) cor-
responding to the direction of the line of pixels chosen, while the
x-axis (abscissa) will have effectively dimensions of time because
the pixel lines are extracted from each successive movie frame.
The distance between two consecutive pixels on the x-axis there-
fore corresponds to 1/60 s. While the temporal sensitivity of the
inline optical method is significantly limiting compared to, for ex-
ample, high sensitivity pressure-based systems, based on prelim-
inary data,[12,34] a Nyquist frequency of 30 Hz was more than ad-
equate to capture the MFEI expected in LDPEs while at the same
time enabling a high-quality inline visual observation thereof.

Space–time images can be converted further into grayscale in-
tensity data averaged along the extrudate width with a moving
window procedure, and can be visualized in the frequency do-
main via Fourier-transformation in the form of spectrograms.
The Fourier transform of a grayscale intensity function gj(t) is

Gj(t) = ∫
∞

−∞
gj(t)e

−i𝜔⋅tdt (5)

where t is the time along the x-direction of the moving win-
dow j along a space–time diagram. An illustration of the mov-
ing window procedure and construction of the spectrograms is
shown in Figure 4. The size of the moving window was 500 pix-
els which corresponds to 8.3 s. The size of the moving window
was chosen to provide sufficient frequency resolution. The corre-
sponding Fourier spectra (red highlights) can be converted into a
grayscale colormap representation corresponding to time tj. The
window was then moved by 6 pixels (0.1 s) and the process was
repeated corresponding to time tj + 1 = tj + 0.1 s. A certain degree
of spectral leakage is expected, however, the size of the moving
window increment ensures that such effects are minimal within
the experimental timescale.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Rheological Characterization

Complex viscosity magnitude functions, |𝜂*|(𝜔), from oscillatory
shear tests and steady shear apparent viscosity functions, 𝜂a(�̇�),
are compared in Figure 5a. The data was also fitted with the
Carreau–Yasuda model, Equation (1). The corresponding fit pa-
rameters can be found in Table S1, Supporting Information. The
zero-shear viscosity, 𝜂0, essentially confirms the relative differ-
ence in MFR between the samples as reported by the manufac-
turer: (LDPE3–LDPE4) have similar 𝜂0, whereas (LDPE1–LDPE2)
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Figure 4. Qualitative illustration of the moving window procedure for obtaining spectrograms from space–time diagrams. The data is fictional.

Figure 5. Shear rheological properties of the polymer samples investigated: a) comparison between the complex viscosity magnitude, |𝜂*|(𝜔), from
oscillatory shear frequency sweeps and steady shear apparent viscosity, 𝜂a(�̇�), testing the validity of the Cox–Merz rule and b) dynamic moduli, storage
G′ and loss G″ moduli, from oscillatory shear frequency sweeps. The inset axis in (b) represents the dynamic moduli crossover on a 𝜔−1 scale.

are lower in agreement with their respective MFR. In nonlin-
ear conditions above �̇� = 50 s−1 the complex viscosity magnitude
functions are nearly identical and correspond reasonably well to
capillary rheometry data, confirming the validity of the Cox–Merz
rule, in the respective shear rate range. Dynamic moduli as func-
tion of angular frequency are shown in Figure 5b. The crossover
relaxation times are specified in the inset coordinate axis that cor-
responds to [1/𝜔].

The extensional viscosity of the polymers, Figure 6, em-
phasizes a similar behavior, with pairs (LDPE1–LDPE2) and
(LDPE3–LDPE4) having similar 𝜂E (t → ∞). Based on the max-
imal strain hardening factor, Equation (2), see Figure 7, pairs
(LDPE1–LDPE3) and (LDPE2–LDPE4) suggest a very similar
level of LCB increasing from the second to the first pair, confirm-
ing the sample overview in Figure 2.

3.2. Extrusion Instabilities and Spectral Analysis

3.2.1. Constant Screw Speed Pre-Tests

An example of an inline optical image visualization (frame ex-
tracted from the video recordings) is shown in Figure 8 for
LDPE4. Line L1 marked in the figure corresponds to the line of
pixels extracted from each frame for the construction of space–
time plots. Based on the coordinate system in the figure, we re-
fer to the space–time plots based on L1 as (x2, t). To exemplify
the spectral analysis of the extrudates, we consider a series of
experiments at several constant screw speeds without the mov-
ing window procedure, Figure 9. The (x2, t) diagrams are shown
in Figure 9a. Figure 9b contains the time-dependent grayscale
intensity, g(t), of the space–time diagrams. The grayscale
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Figure 6. Transient extensional viscosity functions, 𝜂+E (�̇�, t), for a range of imposed Hencky strain rates, �̇�: a) LDPE1, b) LDPE2, c) LDPE3, d) LDPE4.
LVE is the linear viscoelastic envelope.

Figure 7. Maximal strain hardening factor (SHFmax) based on the tran-
sient extensional data in Figure 6.

intensity plotted was averaged along the extrudate width (x2 di-
rection). The data is presented in the frequency domain, G(t), via
Fourier-transformation in Figure 9c.

As the screw speed increases from the bottom to the top dia-
grams, the rotational frequency of the screw, fn, can be first iden-
tified together with several of its higher harmonics i × fn, i = 1,
2, 3.... In addition, we detect an additional peak in the Fourier
spectra that corresponds to the surface patterns evidenced by the
space–time diagrams in Figure 9 fch1, up to n= 50 rpm. We briefly
note that at a first observation n = 20 rpm has a distinctly broader
characteristic frequency peak. For n = 102 rpm, low frequency
distortions in the extrudate can be observed for n = 102 rpm in
Figure 9a. Thus, two characteristic pattern peaks can be identi-
fied in the Fourier spectrum. One is fch1≅6 Hz and a small low
frequency peak at fch2≅1.7 Hz. It is important to note that the fre-
quency of the screw at 102 rpm corresponds also to 1.7 Hz. The
pattern frequencies have been manually verified from the space–
time images to confirm that fch2≅fn. The implications thereof
are discussed further in the manuscript. Thus, surface extrudate
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Figure 8. Example of surface distortions as viewed inline (single frame from video recording) through the optical visualization setup (LDPE4 at 140 °C).
Line L1 represents the line of pixels extracted from video frames to construct (x2, t) space–time diagrams.

Figure 9. Example of extrusion flow progression with increasing apparent shear rate (screw speed): a) (x2, t) space–time diagrams, b) reduced gray
intensity in the time domain, gred(t) and c) reduced gray intensity in the frequency domain via Fourier-transform analysis, G.red(𝜔). Data was obtained
using LDPE4.

patterns at n = 102 rpm are defined by two characteristic frequen-
cies, fch1, 2, that is, #fch = 2.

3.2.2. Ramped Screw Tests

To determine the full spectrum of MFEI in relation to the molec-
ular weight, Mw, and long-chain branching, LCB, of the polymers
we performed ramped screw speed experiments and the data was
analyzed in the manner exemplified in Figure 9. It should be
noted that while ideally the aim was to perform quasi-steady-
state tests, due to the long polymer relaxation times the tests
are likely in transient state. However, the goal of the ramped ex-
periments was to have a facile overview of all the surface pat-

terns that could be identified for each LDPE, that is, their se-
quence of instabilities. Space–time diagrams corresponding to
the ramped tests are presented in Figure 10. For reference, the
pressure measured by the transducer placed along the die, (3)
in Figure 3, during the tests is shown in Figure S1, Support-
ing Information. We note that pressure data acquired at high
data acquisition rates from the transducer were also examined
through Fourier-transform analysis (data not shown), however,
at least at that distance from the die exit no instabilities could
be detected therein, in agreement with similar results.[12] Two
aspects are important to consider based on a qualitative inspec-
tion of the space–time plots. First, at low Wi (shear rates or
screw speeds) it was difficult to position the extrudate between
die and conveyor belt.[33] Second, because we selected a low

Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2023, 2300088 2300088 (7 of 13) © 2023 The Authors. Macromolecular Materials and Engineering published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 10. Space–time diagrams, (x2, t) from inline optical imaging as function of time and Wi during ramped screw speed experiments.

temperature for the extrusion experiments to trigger the onset
of instabilities as early as possible, it is clear from the visualiza-
tions that surface patterns are already present on the extrudates
at the lowest Wi.

While such temperatures are likely unrealistic for the vast ma-
jority of polymer processing operations, we emphasize again that
the goal of the study is to determine whether there are any specific
surface pattern transition sequences that characterize long-chain
branched polymers.

The spectral analysis corresponding to the space–time dia-
grams in Figure 10 is presented in the form of spectrograms
in Figure 11. The spectrograms represent the evolution of Gj(t),
Equation (5) in the frequency domain (ordinate) as function of
Wi or time (abscissa), where the intensity of the colormap corre-
sponds to the magnitude of Gj(t). Additionally, to provide a com-
plete picture of the surface morphology of the investigated extru-
dates, SEM visualizations of the extrudates at the highest screw
speed or Wi are shown in Figure S2, Supporting Information.
Interestingly, based on their appearance, for LDPE1, LDPE, and
LDPE3 they could be perhaps considered to be “sharkskin”-like
surface features at lengthscales well below what the inline optical
system could detect.

For the low Mw—high LCB LDPE1, Figure 11a very weak sur-
face patterns can be distinguished for Wi > 6.5 that appear rather
irregular, see detail A. This translates in relatively broad charac-
teristic spectral peaks, see fch1. As it can be observed in the A
and B visual details, A–B, the surface patterns continue to be
rather irregular and exhibit a form of ’criss-cross’ surface pat-
terns (CCSP). Evidence of a similar patterns in the scientific liter-
ature could perhaps be inferred for the LCB in Filipe et al.,[21] see
Figure 4 in their publication.[21] In addition to the broad CCSP
pattern characteristic frequency, the onset of a narrow peak at
higher frequency can be readily observed. However, the only pat-

tern features that correspond to that particular frequency range
are oscillations on scratches present on the surface of all extru-
dates in the form of a continuous narrow band at fixed x2 (arti-
fact).

For the low Mw—low LCB LDPE2, Figure 9b, with increasing
Wi we identified fch1 to correspond the CCSP, see details A, B in
the figure. In contrast to LDPE1, around Wi≅225, fch1 converts
into a narrower higher-intensity peak corresponding to clearly-
defined ripples on the extrudate, MFEI that we called surface
ripples (SR). These are essentially identical patterns to those ob-
tained by Georgantopoulos et al.,[24] see, for example, Figure 13
in the respective publication.[24] Similar patterns could also have
been observed by Filipe et al.,[21] see LCB6 in Figure 4 in their
publication, however, it would appear that it was part of a stick-
slip MFEI.[21] We note also that fch1 recorded at the highest Wi are
higher than for LDPE1. The lower peak detected at approximately
Wi= 285 appears to be likely correlated to similar scratch-artifacts
as described for LDPE1, or to sub-harmonics of fch1.

For the high Mw—high LCB LDPE3, Figure 11c, the MFEI
transition sequence starts also with CCSP, see detail A. However,
it is not entirely clear if the pattern does not represent actually a
transition state from CCSP to SR, as could be inferred when ex-
amining the core region of the extrudate that appears to resemble
SR to a certain extent. Well-developed SR can be distinguished
for approximately Wi > 70 with a clearly distinguishable higher
harmonic of fch1

. Interestingly, small low frequency surface ex-
trudate distortions can be distinguished for Wi > 550, see detail
C. These are difficult to identify in the spectrograms due to the
decay of intensity in the spectra at low frequencies, see fch2. Thus,
we propose that for LDPE3, SR transitions to a new pattern that
consists of the superposition of two frequencies, that is, super-
imposed ripples (SiR), see the darker periodic features in detail
C. The amplitudes of the low frequency distortions are smaller

Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2023, 2300088 2300088 (8 of 13) © 2023 The Authors. Macromolecular Materials and Engineering published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 11. Spectrograms, diagrams showing the evolution of the frequency spectra associated to the extrudate surface as a function of time, see also
Figure 4, for a) LDPE1, b) LDPE2, c) LDPE3, and d) LDPE4. Images on the right side are corresponding sections from the space–time plots in Figure 10.
Notations: CCSP - criss-cross surface patterns; SR - surface ripples; SiR - superimposed ripples.

Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2023, 2300088 2300088 (9 of 13) © 2023 The Authors. Macromolecular Materials and Engineering published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 12. Optical visualization (single frame from video recording) of melt flow instabilities characterized by two superimposed characteristic frequen-
cies, that is, SiR-v (Superimposed Ripples) in the form of volume distortions, in LDPE4.

than the extrudate thickness and thus SiR in LDPE3 can be clas-
sified as a surface MFEI, SiR-s. This type of low frequency su-
perposition is similar to that observed by Kádár et al.,[12] using
capillary rheometry, however, we note that the surface patterns
therein observed were considerably more distorted.[12] We also
note that some additional noise in the low frequency region of
the spectra coupled with potentially similar low frequency events
could be inferred for LDPE2 as well, however, the surface dis-
tortions appeared rather irregular and lower than can be distin-
guished within the moving widow number of points (see detail
C). Rather surprisingly, in LDPE3 the low frequency component
of the pattern was eliminated with increasing Wi, with the MFEI
reverting to SR above approximately Wi > 910. see detail D.

For the high Mw, low LCB LDPE4, Figure 11d, the succession
of instabilities is similar to LDPE3, starting with CCSP, see de-
tail A, that quickly transitions to SR at approximately Wi > 880.
Some low frequency irregular surface distortions could poten-
tially have appeared already in the SR region, however, with no
clear evidence thereof in the spectra. Interestingly, for Wi > 2950
a very pronounced SiR MFEI type was recorded, see detail C. Be-
ing characterized by a higher fch2 (approximately 1.2 Hz) com-
pared to LDPE3 (approximately 0.5 Hz) this SiR pattern resulted
in a pronounced volume distortion, that is, SiR-v, as the ampli-
tude of fch2 was comparable to the thickness of the extrudate,
see also the single frame in Figure 12. Such volume distortions
with #fch = 2 have previously been reported by Kádár et al.,[12]

however their patterns appeared to be more distorted. It is im-
portant at this stage to consider the influence of the screw ro-
tation frequency on the development of instabilities. Already in
Figure 9c we identified the characteristic fch2 to coincide with fn
and we note again that the pattern characteristic surfaces have
been manually verified from the space–time diagrams. The data
in Figure 11d confirms this occurrence. Thus, it would appear
that especially the SiR-v instabilities are susceptible to mechan-
ical perturbations, that is, vibrations, and thus there appears to
be a frequency lock-in effect of fch2 with fn. However, we note that
previous observations of SiR-v have been made using capillary

rheometers. Therefore, we conclude that likely SiR is the result of
an intrinsic polymer MFEI susceptibility to the superposition of
a low surface or volume extrudate distortion on SR. This could be
triggered by mechanical disturbances and, in the case of single-
screw extruders, the rotational frequency of the screw plays a de-
terminant role.

The characteristic frequencies and wavelengths of the insta-
bilities of each LDPE and the associated patterns are summa-
rized in Figure 13 as function of Wi. The points were extracted
manually from spectra at selected Wi from the spectrograms in
Figure 11. The error bars thus represent the widths of the peaks
in the Fourier spectra while the plotted points represent the max-
imum of the peak, see also Figure 9c. Due to the use of Wi
(scaled with 𝜏 in Table 1) as independent variable, the low Mw
(LDPE1–LDPE2) are readily distinguished from the higher Mw
pair (LDPE3–LDPE4) by approximately one order of magnitude
in Wi-range. The characteristic frequency peaks can be fitted with
a power function[27] of the form fch = a · Wib. A version of the
figure where the apparent shear rate was used as independent
variable, with fits included, can be found in Figure S3, Support-
ing Information. In this way the high LCB pair (LDPE1-LDPE3)
share a common scaling behavior with slopes b≅0.8 while the
low LCB pair (LDPE2-LDPE4) slightly higher slopes with bLDPE2

= 1.2 and bLDPE3 = 0.9. Therefore, for the lower Mw pair (LDPE1–
LDPE3) with the transition to SR in LDPE2, the two polymers
appear to converge in fch1. All slopes are considerably larger than
those obtained for a similar LDPE[24] (0.3) as well as LLDPE (0.3)
and styrene-butadiene rubbers.[16] This could be however more
related to the different experimental protocols used, ramped ver-
sus steady state step-wise tests, rather than an influence of molec-
ular properties.

The wavelength was calculated as 𝜆 = <ve > /fch, where <ve
> was determined based on space–time diagrams using a proce-
dure described elsewhere.[37] The wavelength distribution (error
bars) was not included to preserve clarity. Interestingly, the char-
acteristic wavelengths are corresponding to all instability types
are very similar and appear to be constant or decreasing with

Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2023, 2300088 2300088 (10 of 13) © 2023 The Authors. Macromolecular Materials and Engineering published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 13. Stability diagrams showing a) the characteristic frequencies and (b) characteristic wavelengths associated to melt flow instabilities in the LCB
polymers investigated in this study as function of the Weissenberg number, Wi. The error bars approximate the width of the characteristic frequency peak,
see also Figure 9. Notations: CCSP - criss-cross surface patterns; SR - surface ripples; SiR - superimposed ripples that can be surface (-s) or volumetric
(-v) instabilities. Characteristic wavelength broadness (error bars) have been removed for clarity.

increasing Wi. This is in contrast with the expected increase with
increasing Wi (shear rate).[24,35] This could be attributed once
again to the ramped experimental protocol used in this study.
The decreases in 𝜆ch1, see LDPE2 at the transition to SR and
LDPE4 at the transition to SiR-v and could be potentially at-
tributed to wall slip behavior. Interestingly, a criterion for the on-
set of SR could be inferred for LDPE1–LDPE3 at Wicr1 ≈ 190–220.
In this case, the LDPE4 SSCP regime could then be a transition
regime between CCSP and SR. Thus for Wi < Wicr1 the instability
types are CCSP while for Wi > Wicr1

there is a broad transition
to SR and / or SiR, with the higher Mw polymers being more
susceptible to SiR-s for higher LCB and to SiR-v for the lower
LCB polymers.

Thus, we can summarize that three distinct surface patterns
could be identified in the long-chain branched polyethylenes an-
alyzed. The primary MFEI exhibited by LDPE1–LDPE4 could be
defined as:

• CCSP (criss-cross surface pattern), Figure 13 top-left; #fch = 1;
broad low-intensity characteristic frequency; surface MFEI.

LDPE2–LDPE4 all showed surface ripples defined as:

• SR (surface ripples), Figure 13 top-middle; #fch = 1; narrower
characteristic frequency and higher intensity compared to
CCSP; surface MFEI.

Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2023, 2300088 2300088 (11 of 13) © 2023 The Authors. Macromolecular Materials and Engineering published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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LDPE3 and LDPE4, both having the highest molecular
weights, showed a third instability type characterized by a super-
position of two characteristic frequencies, with patterns varying
from surface (LDPE3) to volume (LDPE4) extrudate distortions:

• SiR (superimposed ripples), see Figure 13 top-right; #fch = 2;
weak SiR thereof constitute surface distortions, that is, SiR-s;
when fully developed they are volume distortions, that is, SiR-
v.

4. Conclusions

Melt flow extrusion instabilities (MFEI) in long-chain branched
polymers have been studied from an extrudate pattern point of
view using inline image analysis. To the extent of our knowl-
edge, this is the first study to address this particular aspect of
MFEI. The four low-density polyethylenes (LDPEs) were selected
to cover both the influence of average molecular weight (Mw) and
long-chain branching (LCB), material selection confirmed by the
shear and extensional rheological behavior of the polymers. De-
spite usually not being the focus of MFEI studies in polymer
melts, the LCB PEs investigated showed three MFEI types that
we consider distinct from the MFEI encountered in linear poly-
mers: criss-cross surface patterns (CCSP), surface ripples (SR)
and superimposed surface ripples (SIR). Both Mw and LCB had
a significant effect on the MFEI transition sequences identified.
Low Mw generally favored CCSP, a weak surface type of MFEI.
When increasing Mw, the transition sequence was complex and
involved all three MF types identified. For both lower and higher
Mw LDPEs, LCB appeared to have a somewhat stabilizing ef-
fect on the transition sequences. For the high Mw pair (LDPE3-
LDPE4), lower LCB in LDPE4 showed the most striking instabil-
ity types, consisting of volume SiR-v, extrudate distortions albeit
at very high Wi. By increasing LCB even for higher Mw, LDPE3
showed surface SiR, SiR-s, that although had their onset at lower
Wi compared to LDPE4 they also disappeared with increasing Wi
with the instability type reverting to SR. Therefore, we can infer
that higher Mw generally promotes the onset of low frequency
extrudate components. LDPE1 and LDPE2 likely contained the
influence of both Mw and LCB as CCSP and SR were identified
for LDPE2 while only CCSP for LDPE1.
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